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Chapter 3166
This…
Yue Feng held the ancient book, his hands trembled uncontrollably, and his brain was
buzzing.
I saw that there are several illustrations in the ancient book, and these illustrations are
all formation patterns, and one of them is the Bagua formation that Yue Feng used just
now, but there are some differences in subtleties.
However, Yue Feng recognized at a glance that this was Fuxi’s innate gossip.
Yue Feng clearly remembered that the gossip was created by Fuxi. It was originally
called the innate gossip, and then evolved with the continuous improvement of future
generations, and finally it was called the gossip for short.
And what is recorded in this ancient book in front of me is the very first innate gossip.
For a time, Yue Feng was stunned there, shocked in his heart, but he couldn’t calm
down for a long time.
Lord Fu Yi….Fu Xi innate gossip!
Could it be that… the Lord Fu Yi in Doug’s mouth is Fuxi, one of the three emperors?
Two thousand years ago, Fuxi lived in this different world?
This…this is also incredible.
Who is Fuxi? One of the three emperors in the ancient Three Sovereigns and Five
Sovereigns, is the human ancestor of the Kyushu continent. In the Kyushu continent,
almost everyone knows about it.
At this time, Yue Feng actually saw Fuxi’s innate gossip in this different world, can he
not be shocked?
“Mr. Yue Feng?”
Just when Yue Feng was secretly shocked, Doug whispered from the side: “Mr. Yue
Feng, what’s the matter with you?”
Yue Feng calmed down and said quickly, “Uh… It’s nothing.”
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Doug quickly asked, “Do you know the picture on this?”
Yue Feng did not hide it, nodded and said: “I know, this is called a gossip map!”
Wow!
Hearing this, Doug became excited all of a sudden: “I guessed right, Mr. Yue Feng
really has something to do with Lord Fu Yi.” Then he explained the legend of Fuxi in this
different world in detail. come out.
Hearing this, Yue Feng was also very excited.
It is no wonder that for thousands of years, the tomb of Fuxi has never been found in
the Kyushu continent. It turned out that he came to this different world. Perhaps, Fuxi
also entered the vortex of chaos like himself.
However, from Doug’s words, Yue Feng learned that two thousand years ago, Fuxi
used the name Fuyi to travel to the Roland continent, leaving behind various legends,
which were regarded as god-like beings by all parts of the Roland continent, but only a
few Ten years later, there is no trace.
Today, more than two years have passed in Roland Continent, but Fuxi’s deeds are still
circulating.
Knowing that Yue Feng and Fuxi were related, Doug was incoherent: “Mr. Yue Feng,
are you a descendant of Lord Fu Yi?”
Hmm!
Yue Feng nodded. Fuxi is the ancestor of humanities in the Kyushu continent, that is,
his own ancestor, and he is certainly a descendant of Fuxi.
“Two thousand years ago, why did Lord Fu Yi suddenly disappear?” Doug continued to
ask.
This…
Yue Feng scratched his head, how did he know this?
Perhaps, Fuxi used some method to leave this other world, or he went into seclusion.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng opened his mouth and said, “Lord Fuyi lived in seclusion
on an overseas island back then, and I came from that island! As soon as I arrived at
Port Simon, I was caught as a slave by your people.”

When he said this, Yue Feng looked serious. Speaking of which, Yue Feng didn’t want
to talk about it, but he couldn’t help it. If he said that he was sent from another world by
the chaotic vortex, Doug would definitely think it was a fantasy. Since it is determined
that he has a relationship with Fuxi, it is better to make up a lie.
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It turned out to be like this.
Hearing this, Doug’s eyes flashed and he suddenly realized.
Immediately, Doug asked urgently: “Excuse me, where is your island…”
Before he could finish speaking, Yue Feng made up his mind: “Lord City Lord, since my
ancestor, Lord Fu Yi, chose to live in seclusion, I just don’t want to be disturbed by the
world, so I’m sorry, I can’t tell you the location of this island.”
Uh… Doug
was a little disappointed, but he was still very excited: “I took the liberty of
understanding this.”
Flickering with anger: “These damned soldiers, one by one, they are stupid, and they
have caught the descendants of Lord Fu Yi. I must punish them later.”
Yue Feng smiled and said: “Forget it, I don’t know. It’s not surprising, by the way, please
Lord City Lord, please keep my identity secret for me, and don’t mention it to the second
person.”
Fuxi has such a great influence in this different world, if it is known that he is his
descendant, he will definitely Caused a lot of trouble.
Doug is a smart person, he can understand at one point, he quickly nodded and said,
“Don’t worry, Mr. Yue Feng, I will definitely keep it a secret for you.” In the
next second, Doug asked very politely: “Mr. Yue Feng, this time you Come to Roland
Continent, what’s the matter?”
Yue Feng thought about it and replied: “Since the ancestor Fuyi decided to live in
seclusion, my family has been living on that island for more than two thousand years,
and it has been cut off from Roland Continent. Contact, I grew up on the island, and I
wanted to come to Roland mainland since I was a child, so I didn’t have anything
important to do this time, I just wanted to come out and experience it.”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked serious, but his heart was Secretly hilarious.

Ha ha…
He is too witty, this lie is made up, it is simply impeccable.
Hearing this, Doug nodded and said sincerely: “Since it’s an experience, Mr. Yue Feng
came to Simon Port. He really came to the right place. We have beautiful scenery and
warm people here.”
After speaking, Doug continued. : “If Mr. Yue Feng needs any help in the future, I will
give full support from Simon Port.”
Yue Feng nodded and said with a smile, “Then I would like to thank the Lord City Lord.”
At the same time, Yue Feng felt an indescribable joy in his heart.
I thought it would be a lot of trouble today, but I didn’t expect that, in a blink of an eye, I
became the guest of the city lord. After all, it was Fuxi’s blessing.
I just came to this different world, and with Doug’s help, I can save a lot of trouble.
“You’re welcome!” Doug smiled and was even more happy.
The person in front of him is the descendant of the legendary Lord Fu Yi. It is a blessing
that he has cultivated in his lifetime to have a relationship with him.
At this time, Doug didn’t know yet that Yue Feng in front of him was indeed a
descendant of Fuxi, but it was by no means what he imagined.
“Lord City Lord!”
At this moment, Yue Feng thought of Miaoying and Yanhong, and said, “Before I came
to Simon Port, I met two friends, but I don’t know how to find them. Please help!”
“No Question!” Doug agreed without thinking.
In the next few minutes, Doug called the painter. In this different world, there are no
cameras and electrical appliances, only the painter, and because of the relationship of
rank, only the person of Doug’s identity can afford the painter.
Then, under the description of Yue Feng, the painter drew the portraits of Miao Ying and
Yan Hong.
“Mr. Yue Feng, I’ll send someone to help you find someone with a portrait later!” Doug
said very politely.

The next second, Doug thought of something, and he hesitated to say anything and
looked very embarrassed: “Mr. Yue Feng, I have a small request, I hope Mr. Yue Feng
will not refuse.”
At this time, Yue Feng was in a good mood, Nodding: “What request, say it!”
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“Well…” Doug hesitated, and said with a smile: “I want to invite Mr. Yue Feng, Irene’s
teacher, my daughter, she is smart and smart since she was a child, but she is a bit
willful, I hope Mr. Yue Feng can Teach her skills, so that she can restrain her
temperament…”
This…
Yue Feng pondered, and after a few seconds, he nodded and said, “Okay.”
Speaking of which, Yue Feng didn’t want to agree, after all, now The most important
thing is to find Miaoying and Yanhong, and then find a way to return to the world of
Kyushu Continent.
But I just arrived here, and I still need Doug’s help in the future. If I refuse, it will be
unreasonable.
“Great!”
Seeing Yue Feng agree, Doug was very excited and smiled.
Afterwards, Doug politely invited Yue Feng out of the study.
When I got to the courtyard outside, I saw Irene and the surrounding soldiers were still
there.
Swish!
At this moment, seeing Doug and Yue Feng talking and laughing, both Irene and all the
soldiers present were stunned.
This… what’s going on? Are you dazzled?
This despicable slave actually stood side by side with the city lord, and the city lord was
still very polite to him?
Especially Irene, her delicate body trembled, and her face was full of incredible.
“Irene!” At this moment, Doug waved at Irene.

Irene recovered and walked over slowly.
When he got to the front, Doug smiled and pointed at Yue Feng: “Irene, I just found a
master for you, this is Mr. Yue Feng. In the future, you have to be obedient and focus on
learning skills with Mr. Yue Feng, you know ?”
What?
Hearing this, the entire castle was in an uproar, and everyone exploded.
Irene trembled even more, completely stunned.
Is father crazy? Let a slave be your own teacher?
Immediately afterwards, there was a lot of discussion around.
“What’s the situation?”
“The city chief asked Miss Irene to be this slave’s apprentice?”
“This…” The
surrounding discussions kept coming, and Irene also reacted to it, calling at Doug:
“Father , he is a slave, how can he be qualified to be my teacher? Are you confused?”
When she said this, Irene gave Yue Feng a cold look, unable to hide her contempt.
“Shut up!”
Doug shivered angrily and shouted at Irene: “Mr. Yue Feng is not a slave at all, but a
person with great ability. It is your honor to be your teacher!”
Not a slave ?
Hearing this, Irene was stunned for a moment, and then said disapprovingly: “Even if he
is not a slave, he is nothing special, and he is not worthy of being my teacher!”
Doug pointed at Yue Feng and said, “Not worthy? Do you know, just now he used…” He
got stuck in the middle of the story. In Roland Continent, no one knew about the
existence of the formation, even if Doug kept an ancient book, which recorded the
innate gossip, it was completely can not read it.
At this time, Yue Feng reminded next to him: “Bagua Array!”
“Yes!”

Doug nodded heavily, and then scolded Irene: “Mr. Yue Feng used the gossip array just
now, and more than a dozen soldiers couldn’t touch him. As a teacher, I don’t have your
daughter!”
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said this, Doug was anxious and angry.
The people around him are the descendants of Lord Fu Yi. He finally asked Yue Feng to
promise himself, but this daughter is still unwilling in every possible way.
call!
At this moment, the entire castle was silent!
Everyone’s eyes were fixed on Yue Feng, and their eyes were full of complexity. Who is
this kid? How could the city master admire him so much.
Erin is also stupid!
Doug’s words, like an invisible giant hammer, slammed into her heart. If he doesn’t
recognize the teacher, the father will not recognize his daughter. Why? What’s so good
about this man dressed like a slave?
Thinking to herself, Irene took a deep breath and said, “What kind of gossip array, he
has no ability at all, and he was just lucky, so he didn’t get caught. Anyway, I won’t
recognize him as a teacher.
” You…”
Doug was completely angry, shivering with anger.
Seeing her father’s anger, Irene also realized that it was inappropriate for her to refuse
directly. She looked around and pointed at a burly soldier next to her: “It’s okay for me
to recognize him as a teacher, unless he can beat Heath.
” At this point, Doug frowned.
Yue Feng turned his head to look, and saw this Hiss, very burly, almost two meters tall,
wearing heavy armor, looking like a hill from a distance, holding a broad sword, looking
at Ling Fear of life.
Whoa!
At this moment, the other soldiers around were also excited.

You know, in Roland Continent, where martial arts are popular, no matter which city,
there is a special venue for people to compete. Of course, it is not called an arena here,
but a competition.
In Simon City, there is a competitive competition held every year. At this time, seeing
Irene want to let Yue Feng and Hesby fight, every soldier is inexplicably excited.
Of course, Heath’s voice is very high. You must know that Heath is Doug’s personal
guard, and he has the title of knight. He is the most powerful person under Doug.
“How is it?”
Seeing Yue Feng pondering, Irene looked smug: “Do you dare?” After saying that, she
looked up and down at Yue Feng, very confident.
The person in front of him had no holy power at all, and Hiss could easily knock him
down with a single finger.
At this time, Irene did not know that Yue Feng came from another world, and the inner
strength of his dantian was completely different from the one here. Imperceptible.
Aware of Irene’s contempt, Yue Feng didn’t care, smiled slightly, and
said lightly, “What dare you?” To be honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to compete with
Heath, but he had already promised Doug that he would accept Irene as the job.
Apprentice, you can only try it out.
Swish!
The voice fell, and Heath strode out. At the same time, the surrounding soldiers quickly
dispersed, leaving an open space.
At this time, Doug said to Yue Feng: “Mr. Yue Feng, what weapon do you use?”
Seriously, Irene asked Yue Feng to compete with Heath. Doug was very angry, but at
the same time he wanted to see this What kind of strength is the descendant of Lord Yi?
At this moment, Heath had reached the center of the clearing.
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said lightly, “I don’t need weapons.”
Although the internal strength has only recovered a small part, it is more than enough to
deal with the Hiss in front of him. Moreover, his Fang Tianhua halberd is a specialshaped weapon in this different world, and cannot be easily displayed.
What?

Hearing this, whether it was Doug and Irene, or the people around, were all taken
aback.
Of course, most of them thought that Yue Feng was bragging. You must know that in
the Roland Continent, the battle among the saint power practitioners is not as
complicated as that of the Kyushu, and there is no such thing as the argument that the
soft overcomes the rigid, and the four or two move a thousand pounds. In this case,
Their own strength and weapons are particularly important.
Heath’s giant sword is hard and sharp, and it has an advantage in itself, but Yue Feng
doesn’t use weapons, it is impossible to win, and it is a proper loss.
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At this time, Heath narrowed his eyes slightly and looked at Yue Feng: “Are you sure
you don’t need weapons?”
Yue Feng walked slowly to the field, nodded and said, “Yes, we can start!”
Yue Feng’s attitude , making Heath feel contemptuous, roaring loudly, holding the giant
sword tightly, his figure leaped high, and slashed directly towards Yue Feng!
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng only felt a strong wind blowing towards his face, and he was
secretly surprised. The holy power of this other world is nothing special, but the
momentum that erupted was really strong.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng turned around and quickly dodged backwards.
boom!
Yue Feng’s measure was very good, just to avoid it, he saw Hiss’s great sword slashed
to the ground at once.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, the surrounding soldiers couldn’t help laughing. In their opinion, Yue
Feng’s dodging was showing weakness.
Irene also looked proud, and couldn’t help but said to Doug: “Father, you see, this
person has no skills. As soon as he encounters an opponent, he knows to hide.”
Doug frowned and did not speak. But I couldn’t help but mutter in my heart.
This descendant of Lord Fuyi can’t really beat Heath, right?

On the field now!
Seeing Yue Feng dodging his sword, Heath couldn’t help sneering and mockingly said,
“That’s all you can do? Can you only dodge?” The
voice fell, clenching the giant sword in both hands, and charged towards Yue Feng
again.
call!
Yue Feng’s face was light and cloudy, he breathed a sigh of relief, and then rushed
forward.
Seeing that the two were about to collide, Yue Feng suddenly circled to the right of
Heath, raised his hand and tapped on the acupoint of Heath. Yes, Yue Feng could see
that the holy power in this world is completely different from the inner power of Dantian.
There is no meridian, let alone what acupuncture points are. As long as you click on the
acupoints of Heath, you can easily defeat them.
Snapped!
When the acupuncture point was tapped, Heath trembled and couldn’t move.
Yue Feng’s speed was very fast, and everyone felt that their eyes were blurred, and
Heath didn’t react at all.
“Huh? What’s the matter, why is Heath not moving?”
“Yeah…”
At this moment, many soldiers around couldn’t help but talk, and they were very
surprised.
Heath in the field was even more shocked. He clearly felt that his body was completely
out of control, as if he was under a spell.
How could this be?
Just when Heath was secretly panicking, he saw Yue Feng smile slightly, and his body
flashed directly to the front, and then he kicked Heath’s stomach.
This kick also solved Heath’s acupuncture point by the way.
Bang!

A dull sound came, and Heath was kicked and flew out. He flew more than ten meters
before falling heavily to the ground. Although he was not seriously injured, he was very
embarrassed.
This….
seeing this scene, everyone in the audience was dumbfounded, this Yue Feng actually
defeated Heath without weapons? Incredible.
It’s just… why did Heath suddenly stop moving just now?
When Yue Feng touched the acupuncture point just now, he shot very quickly, and even
Heath himself didn’t respond, so the people around couldn’t see clearly, and thought it
was what happened to Heath himself.

